A Systems Genetics Approach Identifies Gene Regulatory Networks Associated with Fatty Acid Composition in *Brassica rapa* Seed
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Fatty acids in seeds affect seed germination and seedling vigor, and fatty acid composition determines the quality of seed oil. In this study, quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping of fatty acid and transcript abundance was integrated with gene network analysis to unravel the genetic regulation of seed fatty acid composition in *Brassica rapa* doubled haploid population from a cross between a yellow sarson oil type and a black-seeded pak choi. The distribution of major QTLs for fatty acids showed a relationship with the fatty acid types: linkage group A03 for monounsaturated fatty acids, A04 for saturated fatty acids, and A05 for polyunsaturated fatty acids. Using a genetical genomics approach, expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) hotspots were found at major fatty acid QTLs on linkage groups A03, A04, A05, and A09. An eQTL-guided gene coexpression network of lipid metabolism-related genes showed major hubs at the genes BrPLA2-ALPHA, BrWD-40, a number of seed storage protein genes, and the transcription factor *BrMD-2*, suggesting essential roles for these genes in lipid metabolism. Three subnetworks were extracted for the economically important and most abundant fatty acids erucic, oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acids. Network analysis, combined with comparison of the genome positions of cis- or trans-eQTLs with fatty acid QTLs, allowed the identification of candidate genes for genetic regulation of these fatty acids. The generated insights in the genetic architecture of fatty acid composition and the underlying complex gene regulatory networks in *B. rapa* seeds are discussed.

The species *Brassica rapa* displays enormous morphological variation, as illustrated by the diversity of crops, including leafy vegetables, turnips, and oil types.
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(Zhao et al., 2005). *B. rapa* ssp. *oleifera* (oil-type rape) consists of the annual oil crops yellow sarson and brown sarson with high seed oil content (greater than 42%; Lühs et al., 1999; Kumar et al., 2011). In the past, both sarsons were preferred as oil crops over *Brassica napus* in Asia, Canada, and other parts of the world, as they mature earlier and have a higher level of shattering resistance and spring frost tolerance (Kadkol et al., 1986; Karim et al., 2014). However, *B. rapa* rape seed was gradually replaced by *B. napus*, mainly because of the latter’s higher oilseed yield and the availability of double-low genotypes, which are low in glucosinolate content as well as erucic acid content (Rahman et al., 2001; Karim et al., 2014). Still, *B. rapa* has been used to widen the genetic variation for the improvement of *B. napus* (Qian et al., 2006; Karim et al., 2014).

Lipids are a group of naturally occurring molecules that include fats, glycerolipids, fatty acids (FAs), glycerophospholipids, sphingolipids, waxes, and others. De novo synthesized FAs are modified by desaturation and elongation reactions and form triacylglycerols, which are the major storage form of seed oil in plants (Guschina and Harwood, 2007). For both nutritional and industrial purposes, the composition of FAs determines the economic value of seed oil (Yan et al., 2011; Sanyal and Randal Linder, 2012). For food or feed, oil that is high in the level of human health-beneficial oleic...
acid (C18:1) is preferred. This, in turn, can be easily desaturated to linoleic and linolenic acids or elongated to erucic acid. Oil with high erucic acid (C22:1) has a health risk but can be used for industrial purposes, while high linolenic acid (C18:3) negatively affects oil storability (Yan et al., 2011). To breed for optimal FA composition and high oil yield, understanding the genetic regulation of FA composition and the FA regulatory network is crucial.

Quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis and gene functional studies have been performed to unravel the genetics of FA composition in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana; Sanyal and Randal Linder, 2012), soybean (Glycine max; Wang et al., 2014b), jatropha (Jatropha curcas; Liu et al., 2011), and B. napus (Peng et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2011). In Arabidopsis, almost all genes and transcription factors involved in lipid metabolism and storage oils have been identified (Beisson et al., 2003; Le et al., 2010; Peng and Weselake, 2011). The B. rapa genome (A genome), like the Brassica oleracea genome (C genome), is syntenic to Arabidopsis but underwent a genome triplication (Wang et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2014). B. napus is an amphidiploid resulting from natural hybridization between B. rapa (A genome) and B. oleracea (C genome). These genome triplications, resulting in many genes with paralogs, add another level of complexity to the genetic regulation of FA composition in many genes with paralogs, adding another level of complexity to the genetic regulation of FA composition in Brassica spp. In a recent publication, the allopolyploid B. napus oilseed genome sequence was described, with special attention to the cross talk between the A and C genomes. Evidence was presented for the expansion of oil biosynthesis genes, which exceeds that of other known oilseed plants, with a total of 1,097 and 1,132 genes annotated on the A and C subgenomes, respectively (Chalhoub et al., 2014). In another recent study, the differential regulation of the genes and transcription factors involved in lipid biosynthesis in seeds and in leaves of oilseed B. napus was described, including details of FA-specific pathways (Chen et al., 2015). Across a number of studies, a large number of QTLs for FAs and oil content have been reported, suggesting a complex genetic architecture (Yan et al., 2011; Sanyal and Randal Linder, 2012). These studies have identified the FA desaturase genes BnFAF2 and BnFAF3 as the major genes for the regulation of C18:1 (oleic acid) and C18:3 (linolenic acid) content in B. napus (Peng et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013). BnFAE1 is a candidate gene for erucic acid and total oil content in B. napus seed (Peng et al., 2010), while BrFAD3 is a candidate gene for the synthesis of linolenic acid in seed triacylglycerols in B. rapa ssp. oleifera (Tanhuonpää and Schulman, 2002). To our knowledge, this is the first genome-wide genetic study for the FA composition and transcriptional regulation of developing seeds of B. rapa.

Many genes involved in different metabolic processes are regulated in a coordinated fashion during seed development in Arabidopsis (Ruuksa et al., 2002), B. napus (Yu et al., 2010), and B. rapa (Basnet et al., 2013). The combined study of phenotypic QTLs and expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) provides a basis to investigate the molecular mechanism and to understand the regulatory networks of genes involved in pathways of specific phenotypic traits in different organisms (Civelek and Lusis, 2014). Genome-wide mapping of gene transcripts in a segregating population was first proposed by Jansen and Nap (2001) and was named genetical genomics. Using genetical genomics, candidate genes were identified in B. rapa through flowering time and leaf development (Xiao et al., 2013, 2014), phytonutrient content (Pino Del Carpio et al., 2014), and phosphorus use efficiency (Hammond et al., 2011).

The aim of this study was to identify QTLs for FA content and composition in B. rapa seeds using a doubled haploid (DH) population from a cross between an oil-type yellow sarson and a vegetable pak choi. In order to understand the lipid gene regulatory network in B. rapa, we followed a genetical genomics approach combining QTLs for FAs in mature seeds with eQTLs for genes related to the lipid metabolism in developing seeds: FA biosynthesis and elongation, triacylglycerol biosynthesis, glycerol synthesis, and lipid degradation. Based on gene expression variation, a gene coexpression network was constructed for genes involved in lipid metabolism and relative content of FAs. Because of the economic importance of erucic acid, oleic acid, linoleic acid, and linolenic acid, individual subnetworks of those FAs were also derived. Finally, eQTL results were integrated with known FA pathways to unravel the regulation of genes involved in the composition of FAs in B. rapa seeds. This resulted in the identification of a number of QTL hotspots and key regulatory genes that are of importance for breeding purposes.

RESULTS

Variation of FAs in Seed

The most abundant FAs in the seed lots were three monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA), erucic acid (C22:1), oleic acid (C18:1), and eicosenoic acid (C20:1), and two polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), linoleic acid (C18:2) and linolenic acid (C18:3). Together, these accounted for 71.6% to 74.2% (MUFA) and 16.9% to 19.2% (PUFAs) of the total oil concentration (Fig. 1; Supplemental Table S1). Erucic acid (C22:1) was the most predominant FA in both years’ seed lots and had a higher level in yellow sarson (YS143; 55.8%) than in pak choi (47%). Oleic acid (C18:1) was the second most abundant FA, but it was higher in pak choi (17.3%) than in yellow sarson (13.7%). Linoleic and linolenic acids had comparable levels in both parents: 8.2% to 11% in pak choi and 6.8% to 10.8% in yellow sarson. The content of the FAs was very similar in the two different years. Total oil concentration was higher in yellow sarson (44.2%) than in pak choi (29.3%). For most of the FAs and total oil, a number of DH lines had higher or...
lower content than the two parents, indicating transgressive segregation in this population.

Correlations between Years and among FAs

For most FAs, there were high positive Pearson correlation coefficients (r = 0.5–0.9) between 2009 and 2011 (Fig. 2). A notable exception was mead acid (C20:3), with a much lower positive correlation (r = 0.20) between years. However, its abundance was near the detection limit for both years. A combined analysis from both seed lots shows high positive correlations among saturated fatty acids (SFAs), PUFAs, and MUFAs, with the exception of the two MUFAs nervonic acid (C24:1) and the predominant FA erucic acid (C22:1). Nervonic acid and erucic acid were both negatively correlated with SFAs and MUFAs and positively correlated with several PUFAs, but they were not significantly correlated with each other (Fig. 2).

QTL Mapping of FAs

We performed QTL analyses for 17 different FAs from the 2009 and 2011 seed lots. We observed more QTLs for FAs (hereafter called faQTLs) from the 2009 seed lot when plants flowered without synchronization than from the 2011 seed lot, harvested from plants that flowered synchronously. In the 2009 seed lot, 56 faQTLs were detected, and 24 of these faQTLs (43%) had at least 10% explained variance (mean, 11%; maximum, 36%). For the 2011 seed lot, only 32 faQTLs were detected, but for 2011, a much higher percentage, 24 faQTLs (75% of the faQTLs) had an explained variance of at least 10% (mean, 15.8%; maximum, 46%; Supplemental Tables S3 and S4). Major faQTLs (log of the odds [LOD] scores greater than 10, explained variances greater than 15%) were observed on linkage groups A03, A04, and A05 (Fig. 3). faQTLs were observed across all 10 linkage groups; faQTLs for 11 FAs colocated with a major flowering QTL at the genomic region (16.7 centimorgan [cM]) of the BrFLC2 gene-targeted marker on A02 in the 2009 seed lot (Fig. 3; Supplemental Table S3). For the 2009 and 2011 seed lots, faQTLs were mainly mapped on A03, A04, A05, and A07 (Fig. 3). In both seed lots, at major faQTLs detected for SFAs (myristic acid and behenic acid) on A04 and for PUFAs (linoleic acid, eicosadienoic acid, and docosadienoic acid) on A05, the yellow sarson allele was associated with a higher concentration (Fig. 3). For the erucic acid QTL on A03 and A05, the pak choi allele was associated with higher concentrations, while on A02, A07, and A09, the yellow sarson allele was associated with higher concentrations (Fig. 3).

eQTL Mapping of Transcript Abundance of Lipid-Related Genes

A total of 1,568 probes (of 921 BraID$s$) for genes related to lipid metabolism, lipid signaling, lipid storage proteins, and lipid transfer proteins were used for eQTL...
analyses. Those lipid-related genes were selected according to MapMan annotation. Out of the 1,568 probes, 760 probes (representing 537 BraIDs) had at least one eQTL at $-\log_{10}P > 3$ and 270 probes (194 BraIDs) had at least one eQTL at $LOP > 5$. In total, 1,118 eQTLs were detected for 760 probes (537 BraIDs), including 304 cis-eQTLs (27%) and 814 trans-eQTLs (73%; Table I). A total of 146 probes (115 BraIDs) had both cis- and trans-eQTLs. The majority of probes (745 probes) had one to three eQTLs, while only 12 probes had four eQTLs and three had a maximum of five eQTLs per probe. Five linkage groups, A03, A04, A05, A07, and A09, had significant eQTL hotspots (more than 42 eQTLs; Fig. 4, left).

Most of the cis-eQTLs had a higher significance (maximum LOP 29 and mean LOP 7) than the trans-eQTLs (maximum LOP 18 and mean LOP 4). The largest trans-eQTL hotspots were on A05 (19% of total trans-eQTL) and A09 (25% of trans-eQTL; Fig. 4B, left). The trans-eQTL hotspot at A09 colocalizes with a major QTL for seed coat color, which explains 33% of the color variation (data not shown).

QTL Mapping after Correcting for Seed Color Differences

A possible confounding effect of seed color on transcript abundance was corrected for using a simple linear regression model, as described in “Materials and Methods.” After correction for seed color, 946 eQTLs were observed for 662 probes (488 BraIDs) across the genome, 273 probes (194 BraIDs) had cis-eQTLs (29%), and 513 probes (397 BraIDs) had 673 trans-eQTLs (71%; Table I). Most of the probes (641 probes) had one to three eQTLs, while seven probes had four eQTLs and three probes had a maximum of five eQTLs per probe.

Figure 2. Heat map of Pearson correlation coefficients of FAs and total oil content from the 2009 and 2011 seed lots. The name of each FA, its molecular structure, and the year are indicated. #, SFAs; *, MUFAs; ** and ***, PUFAs with two and three double bonds, respectively.
eQTL hotspots were now detected on A03 (153 eQTLs, 16% of total eQTLs), A04 (115 eQTLs, 12%), A05 (172 eQTLs, 18%), A07 (68 eQTLs, 7%), and A09 (125 eQTLs, 13%; Table I; Fig. 4, right). As in the analysis before correction, cis-eQTLs had higher significance than trans-eQTLs.

Comparison of eQTLs before and after Correcting for Seed Color

A large number of probes (630 probes for 461 BraIDs) with significant eQTLs were in common between both analyses. After correction, an additional 32 probes (28 BraIDs), belonging to eight different pathways, such as lipid degradation, FA synthesis and elongation, seed storage proteins, and FA desaturation, had eQTLs. eQTLs of the 130 probes (110 BraIDs) that were lost after correction could be either false positives in the analysis before correction or false negatives after correction due to overcorrection for seed color, because their expression variation correlated with seed color variation (e.g. due to linkage or a pleiotropic effect). χ² tests were performed for each linkage group to test the significance of the differences in number of eQTLs before and after correction. There were no significant changes in the number of cis-eQTLs \( (P > 0.05) \), but the number of trans-eQTLs was significantly changed on A03 (from 89 to 98 trans-eQTLs; \( P = 0.03 \)) and A09 (from 199 to 89 trans-eQTLs; \( P < 0.0001 \); Table I; Fig. 4).

eQTLs from the Reverse Transcription-Quantitative PCR Gene Expression Studies

The expression values of 23 genes obtained by reverse transcription-quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) were also subjected to correction for seed color and then eQTL analysis to validate microarray eQTL results. For 16 out of 23 genes, at least one of the eQTLs was detected at the same position in both microarray and RT-qPCR experiments (Supplemental Fig. S1). In the case of \textit{BrCER8}, \textit{BrLACS2}, \textit{BrCRU3} (Bra011036), and Br006444, eQTL profiles did not correspond between RT-qPCR and microarrays. The expression of \textit{FLOWERING LOCUS C} (\textit{BrFLC2}; a major regulator of
flowering time in *B. rapa*) and the *TRANSPARENT TESTA8* gene (*BrTT8*; a major regulator of seed color in *B. rapa*), which map under the faQTL hotspot on A02 in 2009 and the eQTL hotspot on A09, respectively, was also measured with RT-qPCR. For *BrFLC2*, a cis-eQTL on A02 was confirmed in both RT-qPCR and microarray experiments, but an additional trans-eQTL was detected on A05 only in the RT-qPCR experiment. For *BrTT8*, a cis-eQTL was detected on A09 under the trans-eQTL hotspot only for RT-qPCR (Supplemental Fig. S1). For almost all genes, eQTLs detected for expression profiles measured by RT-qPCR were stronger (higher explained variance) than in the microarray.

### Colocalization of Metabolite QTLs and eQTLs

Major faQTLs detected in both seed lots were compared with eQTL hotspots observed after correction for seed color (Figs. 3 and 4, right). On A03, faQTLs of the MUFAs oleic acid, elcosanoic acid, and erucic acid from both seed lots colocalized with an eQTL hotspot. On A04, major faQTLs of the SFAs behenic acid and myristic acid and a minor faQTL for palmitic acid, also from both seed lots, colocalized with an eQTL hotspot. Major faQTLs for the PUFAs linoleic acid and eicosadienoic acid and minor faQTLs for docosadienoic acid for both seed lots were detected at the same region on A05, where a gene-targeted marker for the *BrFAD2* gene mapped with its cis-eQTL and where also an eQTL hotspot was located (Fig. 4, right; Supplemental Tables S3 and S4). If we also consider minor faQTLs, the association of A03, A04, and A05 with MUFAs, SFAs, and PUFAs, respectively, is not perfect.

The eQTL hotspots on A03, A04, and A05 are interesting for further investigation toward candidate genes for lipid metabolism and *Brassica* spp. oil crop improvement. At the major eQTL hotspot on A09 (89

### Figure 4

Genome-wide distribution of eQTLs in the developing seeds (28 d after pollination) of a *B. rapa* DH population: before (left) and after (right) correction for seed color. A, Frequency of eQTLs at each genetic marker along the 10 linkage groups, separated by dashed lines. The y axes represent the number of eQTLs. The red line indicates the threshold for declaring a significant eQTL hotspot. B, Scatterplots of cis/trans-eQTLs of probes related to lipid metabolism before (left) and after (right) correction. The y axes represent the order of probes according to physical positions in the genome, and the x axes indicate the order of genetic markers in the genetic map. eQTLs on the diagonal represent cis-eQTLs, and off-diagonal eQTLs are trans-eQTLs. Significant eQTLs associated with higher transcript abundance from the yellow sarson allele or from the pak choi allele are shown in red and blue color gradients, respectively. The significance of eQTLs was determined at LOP 3 \[-\log_{10}(P \text{ value})\]. Vertical dashed lines separate the linkage groups in the genetic map, and horizontal dashed lines separate the linkage groups in the physical map.

### Table 1. Numbers and percentages of cis- and trans-eQTLs detected in each linkage group before and after correction for seed color

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linkage Group</th>
<th>Before Correction</th>
<th>After Correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cis-eQTLs</td>
<td>Trans-eQTLs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A02</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A03</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A04</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A05</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A06</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A07</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A08</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A09</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>304 (27.2%)</td>
<td>813 (72.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
trans-eQTLs), where the cis-regulated *BrTT8* gene for seed color is located, we did not detect major faQTLs.

We looked for colocation of eQTLs of the genes *BrFAE1, Tag1* (also called *Dgat1*), *BrFAD2*, and other *BrFAD* genes with faQTLs, as these genes were reported as candidate genes for the synthesis of linoleic acid, linolenic acid, erucic acid, oleic acid, or total oil content in Arabidopsis and *B. napus* (Peng et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013). *BrFAE1* has two paralogs on A01 and A03, which only have trans-eQTLs on A02, A03, A05, and A07, and *BrTag1* on A07 has a trans-eQTL on A05 (Supplemental Fig. S1). Trans-eQTLs of *BrFAE1* colocated mainly with faQTLs of MUFAs on A03, the PUFA linolenic acid on A05, and SFAs and MUFAs on A07, while a trans-eQTL of *BrTag1* was colocated with an eQTL hotspot on A05, mainly with faQTLs of PUFA (Fig. 3). The *BrFAD* series genes (*BrFAD2, BraFAD5, and BrFAD7*) from the FA desaturation pathway that are colocated within a physical range of 19.5 to 21.6 Mb on A05 all had a cis-eQTL on A05 at the map position (89.1 cm) of a *BrFAD2* gene-targeted marker, colocating with faQTLs for the SFA lignoceric acid, the MUFAs palmitoleic, oleic, eicosenoic, and erucic acids, and the PUFA linoleic, eicosadienoic, and docosadienoic acids (Fig. 3).

**Coexpression Network of Lipid-Related Genes and FAs**

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated based on transcript abundance (after correction for seed color) of 662 probes (488 BraID), with at least one eQTL, and 17 FAs (2011 seed lot) to construct a coexpression network (Supplemental Fig. S2). This figure shows that many genes from the lipid metabolic pathways are involved in the regulation of FAs. We here not only show the interactions between genes but also whether they are cis- or trans-regulated. The coexpression network was constructed using two approaches: in the first one, correlations among all probes and FAs were considered (Supplemental Fig. S2), while in the second approach, we considered only the probes associated with FAs and using weighted gene coexpression network analysis (WGCNA; we call this an FA-centered network). In the first approach, a higher degree of connection among genes and FAs indicates a major hub gene that could potentially be a major regulator of lipid metabolism. In the second, the degree of connection of genes indicates the numbers of significant associations with only FAs, where a gene with a high degree of connection could be potentially a major gene involved in the regulation of those FAs.

In both analyses, a very similar set of genes with a higher degree of connection was observed. The gene *BrPLA2-ALPHA (Phospholipase A2)* (BrAID BrA038125) with a cis-eQTL on A05 had the highest degree of connection in both network analyses (Fig. 5; Table II), suggesting that this is an essential gene for lipid metabolism. Since *BrPLA2-ALPHA* is one of the major hub genes, a *BrPLA2-ALPHA*-centered subnetwork (Fig. 5) was extracted from the whole gene-FA coexpression network (Supplemental Fig. S2). Figure 5 shows that genes from the lipid metabolic pathways and seed storage interact with this major hub gene. From the top 25 genes, based on their degree of connection from both analyses, 16 were selected in both (Table II). Among those 16 genes, three had a cis-eQTL on A05 and two had a cis-eQTL on A09, while 11 genes had a trans-eQTL on A09, four genes had a trans-eQTL on A03, and only four genes from single analyses had a trans-eQTL on A04 (Table II).

Subnetworks were extracted for economically important FAs, erucic acid, oleic acid, linoleic acid, and linolenic acid, which were also the most predominant FAs in this population, as shown in Figure 1. All the FAs and gene nodes that were directly linked with each of these four metabolites were included in the subnetworks.

**Oleic Acid (C18:1)**

The MUFA oleic acid had faQTLs on A03, A05, and A10 in both years’ seed lots with explained variance ranging from 8% to 18%, plus additional QTLs on A01 and A02 in 2009 (Fig. 3; Supplemental Tables S3 and S4). In the oleic acid-centered subnetwork, approximately 19 genes were connected to oleic acid, with cis- and/or trans-acting regulation (Fig. 6A). The eQTLs of these genes colocated with several oleic acid faQTLs. Overall, seven genes had a cis-eQTL and three genes had a trans-eQTL on A03 (Fig. 6A). This included two lipid degradation genes, two FA synthesis genes (among a total of three genes), an FA elongation gene, and three out of seven seed storage protein genes (Fig. 6A). Four genes had a cis-eQTL and four had a trans-eQTL on A05. These included two lipid degradation genes, *BrPLA2-ALPHA* and *BrWD-40*, one FA desaturation gene, *BrFAD7*, and the glycerol metabolism gene *BrGPDHC1*. Only one gene, *BrGPAT6*, had a trans-eQTL on A10 and also on A01, A03, and A09 (Fig. 6A). For some of the genes, a cis- or trans-eQTL was detected also on A01, A04, A07, A09, and A10 (Fig. 6A).

**Erucic Acid (C22:1)**

The main FA, the MUFA erucic acid, had faQTLs on A03 and A09 for the 2011 seed lot with explained variance of 16% and 14%, respectively (Fig. 3; Supplemental Table S4). For the 2009 seed lot, putative faQTLs (LOD scores between 2 and 3) were detected on A03 and A09 as well, with additional faQTLs on A01, A02, A05, and A07 (Fig. 3; Supplemental Table S3). In the erucic acid-centered subnetwork, 16 out of the more than 50 genes had a cis- or trans-eQTL on A03 (Fig. 6B); in general, genes related to seed storage proteins, FA synthesis, and elongation and lipid degradation had cis-eQTLs, while genes related to phospholipid synthesis, lipid binding, and transcription factor had trans-eQTLs (Fig. 6B). On A09, six phospholipid synthesis and seed storage protein genes and *BrCER10*...
(a very-long-chain FA elongation gene) had a cis-eQTL. Twenty-four genes, of which the majority are involved in lipid degradation, had a trans-eQTL on A09 (Fig. 6B).

**Linoleic Acid (C18:2) and Linolenic Acid (C18:3)**

faQTLs were mapped for the PUFAs linoleic and linolenic acids. A major faQTL of explained variance 36% to 45% was detected for linoleic acid in both experiments on A05, where we also mapped a gene-targeted marker for BrFAD2 and its cis-eQTL (Supplemental Tables S3 and S4). This faQTL overlapped with the eQTL hotspot on A05 (Figs. 3 and 4, right). In the linoleic and linolenic acids-centered subnetwork, more than 25 genes were associated with linoleic acid (Fig. 6C). Among these linoleic acid-associated genes, nine genes had a cis-eQTL and five genes had a trans-eQTL on A05. In general, the genes related to FA synthesis and elongation, phospholipids, lipid degradation (including BrPLA2-ALPHA), and FA desaturation (BrFAD7) had cis-eQTLs, while seed storage genes and a transcription factor (BrMD-2) had trans-eQTLs on A05 (Fig. 6C). Genes such as BrPLA2-ALPHA had a high degree of connection (more than 69 edges) based on their coexpression ($r > 0.5$) with other genes and FAs (Table II).

---

**Figure 5.** Major hub gene *BrPLA2-ALPHA*-centered gene coexpression network using probes with at least one eQTL (after correction). Only genes that are connected with *BrPLA2-ALPHA* in the whole gene-metabolite coexpression network (Supplemental Fig. S2) are shown. Nodes represent genes or FAs. Genes from different pathways are shown in different colors, while metabolites are shown in triangle-shaped nodes in purple. Edges represent high absolute correlations ($r > 0.5$). Edges connecting the major hub gene and genes from the same pathway (lipid degradation) are in blue, edges between the major hub gene and genes from the other pathways are in red, and edges connecting genes and FAs are in green. Edges connecting genes (other than with the major hub gene) of different pathways have been left out to improve the visibility of the network. The shapes of gene nodes indicate cis-eQTLs (chevrons), trans-eQTLs (squares), and cis-/trans-eQTLs (diamonds). Node names are coded by concatenating the gene name, cis-/trans-regulation, and the linkage group. For example, node FAD2_C-5 indicates gene FAD2, C for cis-eQTL, and 5 for linkage group A05, where the cis-eQTL was detected. In the case of a cis-/trans-eQTL, CER10_CT-9_1 indicates gene CER10 and CT-9_1 indicates a cis-eQTL on A09 and trans-eQTLs on A01. Solid lines indicate positive correlations, and dotted lines indicate negative correlations. All the gene names are prefixed with *Br* because of *B. rapa* gene nomenclature. Multiple occurrence of the same gene name represents genes with multiple paralogs or probes.
Sixteen genes are in common between the two lists, resulting in a total of 35 genes over the two approaches. √ indicates a significant association of a gene with FAs in WGCNA. The dashes indicate that there is no significant association of a gene with the specific FA in WGCNA. For the MapMan pathway, 1 = exotics, 2 = FA synthesis and FA elongation, 3 = glycerol metabolism, 4 = lipid degradation, 5 = lipid signaling, 6 = lipid transfer proteins, and 7 = phospholipid synthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Gene Symbol</th>
<th>BraID</th>
<th>Network Analysis Method</th>
<th>Degree of Connection</th>
<th>eQTL</th>
<th>SFAs</th>
<th>MUFAs</th>
<th>PUFAs</th>
<th>MapMan Pathway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PLA2-ALPHA</td>
<td>Bra038125</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>91 5</td>
<td>A05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alcohol oxidase</td>
<td>Bra013391</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>90 2</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Choline monoxygenase</td>
<td>Bra024318</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>88 3</td>
<td>A02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lyso phospholipases</td>
<td>Bra003814</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>87 4</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Choline kinase</td>
<td>Bra028031</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>87 4</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hydrolase</td>
<td>Bra016558</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>87 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Alcohol oxidase</td>
<td>Bra012548</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>87 2</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>LPNT1</td>
<td>Bra034448</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>86 6</td>
<td>A05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CET1</td>
<td>Bra007154</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>81 3</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>IBR10</td>
<td>Bra038660</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>79 2</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NPC4</td>
<td>Bra023535</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>78 4</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Stearoyl-ACP desaturase</td>
<td>Bra021427</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>76 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Lipases</td>
<td>Bra035263</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>77 3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>AT3BETAHSD</td>
<td>Bra015621</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>74 2</td>
<td>A10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>GPIDHCL</td>
<td>Bra029669</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>73 2</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>SDP6</td>
<td>Bra035180</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>69 3</td>
<td>A07</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>MOD1</td>
<td>Bra013159</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>86 1</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Triacylglycerol lipase</td>
<td>Bra008183</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>86 1</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>OAC3</td>
<td>Bra000037</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>85 1</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ACP dehydratase</td>
<td>Bra038438</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>84 1</td>
<td>A02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Stearoyl-ACP desaturase</td>
<td>Bra008143</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>77 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ACP1</td>
<td>Bra031471</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>77 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>ACP4</td>
<td>Bra031473</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>75 1</td>
<td>A05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Lipases</td>
<td>Bra002174</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>73 1</td>
<td>A04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>LTP5</td>
<td>Bra038908</td>
<td>NetworkAnalyzer</td>
<td>71 1</td>
<td>A01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>MD-2</td>
<td>Bra001421</td>
<td>WGCNA</td>
<td>69 3</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>WDF-40</td>
<td>Bra001726</td>
<td>WGCNA</td>
<td>62 5</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>LTP4</td>
<td>Bra021233</td>
<td>WGCNA</td>
<td>52 3</td>
<td>A06</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>ACP3</td>
<td>Bra019240</td>
<td>WGCNA</td>
<td>51 3</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>LTP5</td>
<td>Bra012847</td>
<td>WGCNA</td>
<td>31 3</td>
<td>A03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table continues on following page.)
In the case of linolenic acid, only three seed protein-encoding genes were connected: two with a cis-eQTL on A03 and one with trans-eQTLs on A04 and A09 (Fig. 6C), while its minor faQTLs were detected on A05, A08, and A10, so none of them colocalized (Fig. 3).

Genetic Coregulation of Erucic Acid, Oleic Acid, and Linoleic and Linolenic Acids

On A05, a major faQTL for linoleic acid and minor faQTLs for erucic and oleic acids were detected, together with major QTLs for the two PUFAs eicosadienoic acid and docosadienoic acid, colocating with an eQTL hotspot (Figs. 3 and 4, right). In the network analyses for each of these FAs, genes having either cis- or trans-acting eQTLs on A05 had a high degree of connection and also high correlations with these FAs (Table II; Fig. 5; Supplemental Fig. S2). These results suggest that these genes are likely major hub genes and have an essential role in the metabolic pathway of these FAs.

Two lipid degradation genes, BrPLA2-ALPHA and BrWD-40, one seed storage protein gene (Bra019067), and the transcription factor BrMD-2 were present in all three subnetworks of erucic, oleic, and linoleic and linolenic acids (Fig. 6). BrPLA2-ALPHA had a cis-eQTL on A05 and had the highest degree of connection with 91 nodes in the whole network in Cytoscape, while WGCNA (FA-centered network) also identified this gene as being associated with five FAs: the SFA myristic acid, the MUFA palmitoleic acid, and the PUFAs linoleic acid, eicosadienoic acid, and docosadienoic acid, each with an faQTL on A05.

On A03, QTLs for the three FAs erucic acid, oleic acid, and linoleic acid, plus additional QTLs for another four to five FAs, were mapped (Fig. 3). The seed storage protein-encoding gene (Bra019067), BrWD-40, and the transcription factor BrMD-2 had a cis-eQTL on A03; in addition, BrWD-40 and BrMD-2 genes had trans-eQTLs on A05 and A07 or A09 (Fig. 6), where additional faQTLs for one or more of these four FAs mapped. These genes had a high degree of connection (Table II). In WGCNA, the phospholipid synthesis gene BRASSICA RAPA LYSOPHOSPHATIDYL ACYLTRANSFERASE3 (BrLPAT3; Bra030448) had the highest degree of connection, and this gene had a cis-eQTL on A05, overlapping with the cis-eQTL of the BrPLA2-ALPHA gene and major faQTLs of the PUFAs linoleic acid (C18:2), eicosadienoic acid (C20:2), and docosadienoic acid (C22:2) and minor QTLs of the MUFA palmitoleic acid (C16:1), oleic acid (C18:1), eicosenoic acid (C20:1), and erucic acid (C22:1; Table II; Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION

Seed FA composition and content per se are important for seed oil crops but also as a source of energy for the emerging seedling (Wang et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,...
In this article, we describe the FA composition in seeds of a DH progeny from a cross between an oil-type and a vegetable-type *B. rapa*. We combined the QTLs for FA composition in seeds with eQTL analysis followed by gene coexpression network analysis with the aim to identify major regulatory genes.

Systems genetics has been widely used as an approach to integrate data at the metabolic and gene expression levels in segregating populations. Interestingly, major faQTLs for MUFAs, SFAs, and PUFAs mapped on different linkage groups on A03, A04, and A05, respectively (Fig. 3), which may suggest some level of genome organization according to the FA types (MUFAs, SFAs, and PUFAs). However, the biosynthetic processes of these FAs share part of their biochemical pathways; therefore, there could be common regulatory genes or genetic interactions in the regulation of these different FAs. This could be indicated by the fact that, in some cases, minor faQTLs of one type collocate with a major faQTL of a different FA type. In this study, we observed that SFAs in general were positively correlated with MUFAs, apart from erucic and nervonic acids, but PUFAs had a low correlation with SFAs and MUFAs (Fig. 2).

In genome-wide genetic studies, the presence of hidden confounding factors, such as unobserved covariates or unknown subtle environmental perturbations, can lead to spurious marker-trait associations or mask real genetic association signals. These confounding factors can be introduced or are inherent to the data at different steps while conducting experiments (Fusi et al., 2012). In this study, we observed the effects of two such confounding factors. The first was flowering time and, related to that, the timing of seed set and seed maturation on faQTLs (metabolite level) at A02 (colocalizing gene-targeted marker for *BrFLC2* and a major flowering QTL; Figs. 1 and 3). Flowering time variation is very obvious in this DH population, and the *BrFLC2* gene at A02 (16.7 cM) is the major regulator of flowering time, with a nonfunctional allele in the yellow sarson parent (Wu et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2013). In the 2009 seed lot, when flowering was asynchronous, many faQTLs colocalized with the *BrFLC2* gene, which can point to pleiotropy or linkage of QTLs for flowering time and FAs. However, the synchronization of flowering time in the 2011 experiment removed this confounding effect on faQTL detection. The synchronization of flowering time of all DH lines resulted in similar environmental conditions during seed development, which is important to study the genetic variation of seed metabolites and seed quality-related traits.
Other studies also reported the possibility of such confounding or pleiotropic effects of major genes on many developmental traits, for example at the *ERECTA* gene in Arabidopsis (Stinchcombe et al., 2009) and the *EARNINGNESS* locus in potato (*Solanum tuberosum*; Hurtado-Lopez, 2012). Despite the differences during seed development in 2009 and 2011 (asynchronous versus synchronous), very high correlations between the two seed lots (2009 and 2011) for each FA across the DH genotypes were observed (Fig. 2). Major fQTLs were also always detected in both years, while minor fQTLs varied between years.

The second confounding factor was the effect of seed color on eQTLs (transcript level) at A09 (Fig. 4, left). In addition to variation in morphotypes, and, as a result, in many other morphological and biochemical traits (Zhao et al., 2005; Pino Del Carpio et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2013, 2014), the yellow sarson and pak choi parents have contrasting seed coat color (Basnet et al., 2013). A strong seed color QTL with 33% explained variance was mapped on A09 (data not shown); the causal gene, the basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor *BrTT8*, was cloned, and its role in seed color was functionally validated in *B. rapa* (Li et al., 2012) and in other species (Padmaja et al., 2014). At this *BrTT8* position, a large trans-eQTL hotspot was mapped, even after correction for seed color (Fig. 4, left). In contrast with the eQTL hotspot, only minor fQTLs for erucic acid and eicosadienoic acid and a few additional minor fQTLs colocalized with this seed color QTL (Fig. 3). A possible explanation for the confounding effect of seed color only at the transcript level but not at the metabolite level might be the fact that genetic regulation of the metabolic process is not always completely hierarchical in translating gene expression variation to metabolite regulation. ter Kuile and Westerhoff (2001) reported a lack of hierarchical genetic control over metabolic flux in their study on the regulation of the glycolytic pathway. Additionally, the absence of a strong one-transcript, one-metabolite relationship is quite common in the regulation of biological processes due to the complexity involved in the extrapolation of gene expression variation to changes in metabolite content, such as posttranscriptional modification and epigenetic regulation. Another explanation could be that FA metabolites and transcripts were measured in different developmental stages: in mature ripe seeds and in developing seeds (28 d after pollination), respectively,
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which could lead to different levels of interactions at different stages of seed development.

In this genetical genomics study, we were able to subset only those genes that have eQTLs, detect eQTL hotspots, and identify cis- and trans-acting eQTLs (Fig. 4). Following this genetical genomics approach, an eQTL-guided gene coexpression network was constructed that allowed us to identify (possible) candidate genes and their regulatory interactions for lipid metabolism.

Genes with a high degree of connection in a network could possibly be major regulators of a pathway. Those genes could be essential genes in the sense that variation in these genes could change the pathway. In contrast, genes with a lower degree of connection could play a role in modifying FA content or composition. From the two types of network analyses carried out in this study (using Cytoscape and WGCNA), the top 25 genes with a high degree of connection were selected, which are likely to be key drivers in lipid metabolism; 16 genes were in common between these two lists, illustrating that these approaches were quite effective in selecting the most essential genes. These 16 genes belong to pathways such as lipid degradation, FA synthesis and elongation, phospholipid synthesis, glycerol metabolism, and lipid transfer proteins (Table II). Interestingly, those top-ranking genes were from different pathways, indicating an extensive coordination among biosynthetic pathways in lipid metabolism in B. rapa seed. Those top 16 genes had cis- and trans-eQTLs mainly colocalized with major faQTLs on A03, A05, and A09 (Table II), suggesting that those regions harbor the possible key regulator genes. Among the top selected genes, the lipid degradation pathway gene BrPLA2-ALPHA (Bra038125) had the highest degree of connection and a cis-eQTL on A05, colocating with major PUFA faQTLs for linoleic acid (C18:2) and eicosadienoic acid (C20:2) and minor faQTLs for other FAs (Table II). Ryu et al. (2005) functionally characterized the BrPLA2-ALPHA gene and concluded that it has an acyl preference for linoleic acid over palmitic acid in phospholipid hydrolysis in Arabidopsis. They also reported a role of this gene in the release of free FAs and lysophospholipids from membrane phospholipids. However, we have not found any other study reporting this gene as a potential regulator of seed FA metabolism.

Figure 6. FA-centered gene-metabolite coexpression subnetwork. A, Oleic acid. B, Erucic acid. C, Linoleic and linolenic acids. All the nodes that have a connection with an FA (oleic acid, erucic acid, and linoleic and linolenic acids) were extracted from the main network shown in Supplemental Figure S2. Multiple occurrence of the same gene name represents genes with multiple paralogs or probes.
composition in Arabidopsis, B. napus, or other oil crops. However, many studies did report that cis-eQTLs for master regulator genes mapped under trans-eQTL hotspots (Civelek and Lusis, 2014; Wang et al., 2014a), similar to what we found for BrPLA2-ALPHA on A05.

The explanation that such key regulator genes, like BrPLA2-ALPHA in this study, are generally not reported as potential regulators of, in our case, seed FA composition is that these genes are often highly conserved in regulatory networks during evolution (Khurana et al., 2013) and are less likely to be genetically perturbed in mapping populations (Mäkinen et al., 2014). In our study, we still found a cis-eQTL for the highly connected gene BrPLA2-ALPHA, which might be due to the different selection history of oil and vegetable types.

Additional genes from the top 25 were genes in the FA synthesis and FA elongation pathways, such as BrCAC3, BrMOD1, ACP dehydratase, and two paralogs of ACP desaturase, BrACP1 and BrACBP4 (Table II), whose functional roles are described for converting acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA chain at the beginning of the pathway in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genome pathway database.

The MUFA erucic acid was the most abundant FA (47%–55.8% of total dry weight) in both parents (yellow sarson and pak choi) and their DH progeny (Fig. 1; Supplemental Table S1). Lühs et al. (1999) also reported high erucic acid content (54.8%) in yellow sarson seeds. Breeding for low erucic acid can cause a decrease in the total oil content if low erucic acid is not compensated for by an increase of other FAs. Even though the MUFA oleic acid is a substrate for both erucic acid and for the PUFA linoleic acid, oleic acid was strongly negatively correlated only with linoleic acid but not with erucic acid (Fig. 2). Linoleic acid shares the genomic region of its major faQTL on A05 (36%–46% explained variance; yellow sarson effect) with a QTL for its precursor oleic acid (9%–13% explained variation) and the chain-elongated erucic acid (9% explained variation) with opposite allelic effects (Fig. 3; Supplemental Tables S3 and S4), suggesting that these FAs share regulatory elements. Erucic acid, oleic acid, linoleic acid, and linolenic acid are the most predominant FAs (Fig. 1) and are economically important for oil quality. Therefore, we further looked into eQTL-guided coexpression networks particularly associated with those four FAs (called subnetworks), with the aim to unravel the underlying gene regulatory networks. The six genes BrPLA2-ALPHA, BrWD-40, three seed storage genes (Bra024983, Bra019067 and Bra024983), and the transcription factor BrMD-2 were in common among all three subnetworks (Fig. 6), indicating essential roles of these genes in the biosynthesis of these FAs. BrWD-40 has a protein domain that regulates chromatin dynamics and the transcription of the evolutionarily well-conserved gene ADIPOSE (ADP). The loss-of-function allele of ADP promotes triacylglycerol storage in Drosophila spp. flies (Häder et al., 2003). MD-2 also has a conserved domain present across plants, animals, and bacteria and is involved in lipopolysaccharide binding (Inohara and Núñez, 2002). Most of the genes are shared by at least two of the three subnetworks (Fig. 6) and might have pleiotropic effects on lipid metabolism. There were also many genes present only in the erucic acid subnetwork (Fig. 6B). Erucic acid has a larger gene metabolite coexpression network (more than 50 genes) than oleic acid (approximately 20 genes) and linoleic and linolenic acids (more than 25 genes) and also has many minor faQTLs (Fig. 6), implying a polygenic inheritance and more complex gene network (Fig. 6B). For an eQTL-based gene network, the genetic composition of the mapping population could pose a limiting factor in selecting genes for network construction; therefore, QTL mapping for FAs and gene expression in multiple populations from genetically diverse parents could confirm our network components.

Well-studied genes such as FAE1, TAG1, and FAD2 in Arabidopsis, B. napus, and other oilseed crops were reported as candidate genes for the synthesis of linoleic acid, linolenic acid, erucic acid, oleic acid, or total oil content (Peng et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013). Cis-eQTL of BrFAD2 and other BrFAD genes (BrFAD5 and BrFAD7) and trans-eQTL of BrFAE1 and BrTAG1 genes colocalized with faQTLs for oleic acid (C18:2), linoleic acid (C18:2), erucic acid (C22:1), and other FAs (Fig. 3; Supplemental Fig. S1). It is likely that these genes are regulated by some of the key regulators present on A05; those genes were not highlighted in the network analyses due to their low degrees of connection, but they could play a role in modifying FA content or composition. The expression profile of BrFAD7 was correlated with linoleic acid and oleic acid content, while BrFAD5 was correlated with erucic acid content (Supplemental Fig. S2). BrFAD2 had only a weak correlation (r < 0.5) with any of the FAs, but its expression was correlated with that of BrFAD5 and BrFAD7 (r > 0.5). Several studies in B. napus and Arabidopsis reported that BrFAD2 regulates the conversion of oleic acid to linoleic acid in the endoplasmic reticulum, while BrFAD5 desaturates C18:0 acyl carrier protein to oleic acid and BrFAD7 desaturates linoleic acid to linolenic acid in plastids (Zhang et al., 2012). Therefore, there could be interactive roles among BrFAD genes.

In conclusion, we were able to identify major regulatory genes involved in the genetic regulation of lipid metabolism and those genes belonging to the different lipid metabolic pathways: lipid degradation, FA synthesis and elongation, phospholipid synthesis, glycerol metabolism, transfer protein, signaling, and very-long-chain elongation (Table II). Those results suggest the need for a global study of lipid metabolism rather than a strict focus on the FA biosynthesis pathway per se. This study gives a starting point for understanding the genetic regulation of lipid metabolism by the identification of a number of key regulatory genes, identified as major hub genes, and candidate genes for faQTLs. Finally, the data generated in this study will be valuable in Brassica spp. breeding, as they offer tools to breed for optimal oil composition.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

A Brassica rapa DH population of 163 DH lines developed from a cross of a yellow sarson (YS143; accession no. FIL500) as a female parent and a pak choi (PC175; cv Na i Bai Cai; accession no. V02B0226) as a male parent was used in this study (Basnet et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2013). YS143 is a self-compatible annual oil crop with yellow seed color, while PC175 is a self-incompatible leafy vegetable with brown/black seed color. These two parents differ in seed size, seed color, oil and FA content, and many morphological and developmental traits (Zhao et al., 2005; Pino Del Carpio et al., 2011; Basnet et al., 2013). The experiments were carried out in two years, 2009 and 2011, using two different sowing dates for seed production in each year. The synchrony of time of flowering of the DH lines, respectively. In both years, seeds of DH lines and parents were sown in pressess soil cores of a standard soil mixture of 85% peat and 15% clay (Lentse Potgrond no. 4; Lentse Potgrond) for germination in a greenhouse at the Uniform facility of Wageningen University. Two plants per DH plus parents were transplanted to plastic pots (diameter, 17 cm) filled with the same standard soil mixture in the greenhouse, and later, only one plant was kept for harvesting developing seeds. In 2009, seeds were sown on March 27 and DH lines flowered over a period from the first week of May to the second week of June. In 2011, the population was evaluated again, but this time, the lines were sown staggered at different dates from the second week of January to the last week of February to synchronize the flowering of the lines. The aim of synchronizing flowering time is to avoid different environmental conditions during seed development. All lines flowered during the first two weeks of April. The ripe seeds were harvested per plant, dried, stored in a certified manner (ISO-certified method 9001:2008) at 13°C temperature and 50% relative humidity, and later used for FA measurements. Transcript abundance measurements were done in the developing seeds of the DH lines from 2011.

FA Measurements

About 0.2 to 2 g of seeds was used to determine oil content using near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy (Foss NIRS system; Tillmann, 1997) and calibrated with oil seed extracted with hexane following the standard protocol described by Raney et al. (1987). The oil content was calculated as a mass percentage of whole seed dry matter (zero moisture). Seed oil was analyzed for FA composition using gas chromatography following the preparation of FA methyl esters by base-catalyzed methanolysis (Thies, 1971). The individual FAs were reported as mass percentages of total FAs. These relative contents of 18 FAs were studied in mature, dry seeds from 2009 and 2011 seed lots. In 2009, FAs were measured in 135 DH lines; due to a lack of availability of seeds, in 2011, only a subset of 92 DH lines and two to three biological replicates of each of the two parents were studied. The 18 FAs consisted of seven SFAs, five MU FAs, and six PUFAs (Supplemental Table S1). Unidentified FAs were categorized as other FAs. Lauric acid (C12:0) was excluded from the data analysis because its concentration was below the detection limit in almost all DH lines, including the parents.

RNA Isolation for Gene Expression Studies

In earlier studies, we observed that at 28 d after pollination, a large subset of genes related to lipid metabolism was differentially expressed between the two parents as well as between two selected DH lines (Basnet et al., 2013). Therefore, silicas from a subset of 118 DH lines from the 2011 experiment, selected on the basis of genotypic contrast, were harvested at 28 d after pollination and kept in liquid nitrogen. A subset of 18 FAs was measured in 135 DH lines; due to a lack of availability of seeds, in 2011, only of a subset of 92 DH lines and two to three biological replicates of each of the two parents were studied. The 18 FAs consisted of seven SFAs, five MU FAs, and six PUFAs (Supplemental Table S1). Unidentified FAs were categorized as other FAs. Lauric acid (C12:0) was excluded from the data analysis because its concentration was below the detection limit in almost all DH lines, including the parents.

Distant Pair Design and Microarray Hybridization

A distant pair design was used to find an optimal combination of pairs of DH lines with maximum genetic contrast for the microarray analysis (Fu and Jansen, 2006). Missing marker data were imputed based on the genetic positions of flanking markers using the R/qtl package (Broman et al., 2003). Using the marker information, the pairs of DH lines to hybridize on an array were designed using the R package designRQTL (Li et al., 2009). The copy RNA samples were labeled with Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) dyes using the QuickAmp Labeling Kit (Agilent Technologies) and hybridized on our 8 × 60-K custom-made B. rapa array in a two-color Agilent platform as described by Basnet et al. (2013). Arrays were then washed and scanned on an Agilent scanner, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Data files were generated using the Agilent Feature Extraction Software (version 10.1.0.11). In total, 59 arrays for 118 DH lines and four arrays for two parents and their biological replicates were used. The raw data were normalized without background correction, using loess for within-array normalization and quantile normalization between arrays using the limma package in R (Smyth, 2005; R Core Team, 2012).

Gene Expression Measurements by RT-qPCR

The transcript abundance of 21 genes, including genes for FA synthesis and FA elongation, FA desaturation, lipid degradation, seed storage proteins, and lipid degradation, was measured using RT-qPCR to validate microarray transcript abundance using complementary DNA from 28-d developing seeds collected in 2011. Genes in each pathway were selected based on the literature, and primers for each gene and for the reference gene are listed in Supplemental Table S2. The genes BrfLC2 and BrfTT8 were also included because this population segregates for flowering time and seed color, which both have confounding effects on QTL mapping for FAs and transcript abundance. RT-qPCR was performed with paralog-specific primers for the genes that have paralogs. The detailed procedure was as described by Xiao et al. (2013); we used the ß-actin gene as a reference gene to estimate the normalized gene expression (ΔACT) of each gene and each sample.

QTL Mapping of FAs (faQTL) and Transcript Abundance (eQTL)

In this study, an integrated genetic map was constructed (Xiao et al., 2013) and used for QTL mapping of FAs and transcript abundance in developing seeds. This integrated map comprised 435 molecular markers: amplified fragment length polymorphism, myb-targeted, microsatellite (single sequence repeat), and gene-targeted markers from the flowering time, FA, and glucoselinked pathways. QTL interval mapping was performed for 17 FAs from the two years’ seed lots with the R/qtl package (Broman et al., 2003), followed by multiple QTL mapping with marker cofactors. Initially, cofactors were selected from the peak markers of significant QTLs in interval mapping. After that, a backward elimination was performed to select the final set of cofactors. LOD thresholds for the significance of QTLs were determined at the 95th percentile of 10,000 permutations of each of the FAs. For QTL analysis, FA abundance was transformed using either a reciprocal or a log transformation, depending on the observed distribution of FA abundance values. In the 2009 seed lot, a log transformation was done for stearic acid while a reciprocal transformation was used for arachidic acid, behenic acid, lignoceric acid, and palmitoleic acid. For the 2011 seed lot, a reciprocal transformation was done for palmitic acid, stearic acid, arachidic acid, and behenic acid and a log transformation was done for lignoceric acid. The same procedure as described above for mapping QTLs for FAs was followed to map eQTLs for the transcript abundance of genes measured using RT-qPCR.

eQTL analysis was performed using single marker regression analysis as proposed by Fu and Jansen (2006). This method relates the log ratios of each probe (transcript abundance contrast of a pair of genotypes) to DNA markers on the linkage map. The following regression model was used to regress the log ratios of each probe against each marker as:

\[ y_{ij} = \alpha_i + \beta_i x_{jk} + \epsilon_{ijk} \]

where \( y_{ij} \) is the log ratio of transcript abundance of pair \( j \) for gene \( i \) and \( x_{jk} \) denotes the marker allele contrast for the pair \( j \) at marker \( k \), with the following marker values: 1 for yellow sarson/pak choi, ~1 for pak choi/yellow sarson, and 0 for yellow sarson/yellow sarson and pak choi/pak choi. The regression coefficient \( \beta_i \) represents the allele substitution effect at marker \( k \) for probe \( i \). The
Correction for the Effect of Seed Color on eQTL Mapping

The two parents were contrasting in seed color, YS143 being yellow seeded and PC175 being black seeded. Yellow-colored seeds are associated with a high content of oil and protein and low fiber in the meal of Brassica spp. oil seeds (Chen and Heneen, 1992; Rahman et al., 2001). Since a large number of eQTLs were mapped on A09 in the vicinity of a major QTL for seed color, we were also interested in the eQTL results after correcting for a possibly confounding effect of seed color in addition to the results without such a correction. The correction for seed color was done by regressing transcript abundance (per probe) on the image pixel size of color intensity (a quantitative score of seed color) from image analysis. A higher intensity indicates yellow seed coat color, and a lower intensity indicates a black seed coat color. The residuals of transcript abundance of each probe were then used for eQTL mapping, instead of the original values.

Cis- and Trans-eQTLs

In this study, an eQTL was defined as cis-acting if the eQTL was observed in the same linkage group of the physical position of the probe. An eQTL that was mapped to another linkage group was defined as a trans-eQTL. This broad definition is likely to result in an overestimation of the number of cis-eQTLs, since also distant eQTLs on the same chromosome are now considered to be cis-regulated. On the other hand, it could result in a possible underestimation of the total number of eQTLs and trans-eQTLs if more eQTLs were on the same chromosome.

Significance of eQTL Hotspots

The significance of the presence of eQTL hotspots at each genetic marker was tested using the hotspots package in R software (Darrouzet-Nardi, 2012). First, the number of eQTLs (LOD > 3) was counted at each genetic marker. The hotspots package then uses this eQTL number as its input variable. This package calculates a hotspot cutoff for the eQTL number distribution across the genome based on deviance from the normal distribution of a variable, the number of eQTLs in this case. Statistical as well as computational details of this package are as described by Darrouzet-Nardi (2012).

Construction of Coexpression Networks of Genes and FAs

All the probes that were annotated as being involved in lipid metabolic processes in the MapMan annotation (Usadel et al., 2005; Basnet et al., 2013) were selected for eQTL mapping, and among those selected probes, only the probes with an eQTL (LOD > 3) were used to calculate Pearson correlation coefficients in R software (R Core Team, 2012) and for the construction of a correlation network using Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003). For correlation-based coexpression analysis, gene expression measured by RT-qPCR as well as the relative abundance of 17 different FAs were included. FAs from the 2011 experiment were used for the construction of this gene-FA coexpression network because the RNA transcripts were also measured from the 2011 seed lot. For network visualization, correlation coefficients were considered to be significant at an absolute value of 0.3 at P < 0.05. In the network, nodes represent probes or metabolites and edges represent significant correlation coefficients. Since all the genes are from the lipid metabolism, most were significantly correlated to each other, which makes it difficult to visualize the network due to the large number of edges. To increase the visibility of the network, only absolute correlation coefficients greater than 0.5 were shown. A NetworkAnalyzer plugin available in Cytoscape was used to calculate relevant network parameters, such as the degree of connection (Assenov et al., 2008). The degree of connection measures the number of incoming and outgoing edges of a node. A higher degree of connection indicates a node with a higher number of edges, which identifies a gene as a major hub of the network; these genes may represent major regulating genes of the pathway.

WGCNA to Correlate Gene Expression to FA Abundance

A weighted correlation-based network was used to complement the correlation coexpression network. Unlike the correlation coexpression network, in the WGCNA approach, not only the probes with an eQTL were used but all the genes related to lipid metabolism. WGCNA constructs a network based on correlation coefficients between genes (expression values after correction) and further classifies gene modules (groups of highly correlated genes). Finally, this method calculates the significance of the association of gene modules and each FA. A detailed description of the WGCNA approach was given by Horvath and Dong (2008), and the analysis was performed in R software using the WGCNA package (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008). In this WGCNA approach, the network was constructed based on significant associations of genes with FAs. The number of times that a probe was related to different FAs was calculated and compared with the degree of connection as calculated from the correlation coexpression network.

Supplemental Data

The following supplemental materials are available.

Supplemental Figure S1. Heat map showing the eQTL LOD scores for gene expression of the probes measured by RT-qPCR.

Supplemental Figure S2. Gene-metabolite coexpression network using probes with at least one eQTL (after correction for seed color).

Supplemental Table S1. Summary statistics of FAs measured in ripe seeds of the B. rapa DH population, including the parents yellow sarson and pak choi, in the 2009 and 2011 seed lots.

Supplemental Table S2. List of genes with their primer sequences used in RT-qPCR.

Supplemental Table S3. Summary of QTLs detected for the relative abundance of FAs from the 2009 seed lot.

Supplemental Table S4. Summary of QTLs detected for the relative abundance of FAs from the 2011 seed lot.
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